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Abstract

The next phase of human genomics will involve large-
scale screens of populations for significant DNA poly-
morphisms, notably single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNP’s). Dense human SNP maps are currently un-
der construction. However, the utility of those maps
and screens will be limited by the fact that humans
are diploid, and that it is presently difficult to get
separate data on the two "copies". Hence genotype
(blended) SNP data will be collected, and the desired
haplotype (partitioned) data must then be (partially)
inferred. A particular non-deterministic inference al-
gorithm was proposed and studied before SNP data
was available, and extensively applied more recently to
study the first available SNP data. In this paper, we
consider the question of whether we can obtain an effi-
cient, deterministic variant of that method to optimize
the obtained inferences. Although we have shown else-
where that the optimization problem is NP-hard, we
present here a practical approach based on (integer)
linear programming. The method either returns the
optimal answer, and a declaration that it is the opti-
mal, or declares that it has failed to find the optimal.
The approach works quickly and correctly, finding the
optimal on all simulated data tested, data that is ex-
pected to be more demanding than realistic biological
data.

Key Words: SNP, haplotype, inference, linear pro-
tramming

Introduction to SNP’s and Haplotypes

The next phase of human genomics efforts will involve
large-scale screens of human populations for significant
DNA polymorphisms. The polymorphisms of greatest
current interest are SNP’s, single nucleotide polymor-
phisms, i.e., single nucleotide sites where at least two
(of four) different nucleotides occur in a large percent-
age of the population. There is great hope that SNP-
based screens will help identify the genetic elements of
many complex diseases (diseases affected by more than
a single gene). Recently, ten of the largest pharma-
ceutical companies, along with several academic part-
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ners, have entered into a consortium to collectively find
and release a map of 300,000 SNP sites in humans,
at an estimated cost of forty-five million dollars, and
NIH has put thirty million dollars into a different pro-
gram to find 100,000 human SNP sites (Marshall 1999;
Russo & Smaglik 1999). Once a dense SNP map is
known, polymorphism screens in a population can be
carried out to try to find genes related to disease sus-
ceptibility and drug response.

In diploid organisms there are two (not completely
identical) "copies" of each chromosome, and hence of
each region of interest. A description of the data from
a single region is called a haplotype, while a descrip-
tion of the conflated data on the two regions is called a
genotype. In complex diseases (those affected by more
than a single gene) it is much more informative to have
haplotype data (identifying a set of gene alleles inher-
ited together) than to have only genotype data. How-
ever, because polymorphism screens will be conducted
on large populations, it is not feasible to examine the
two regions separately and genotype data rather than
haplotype data is usually obtained.

Various methods can be used to try to infer (par-
tial) haplotype information from genotype data. One
such inference method was proposed and studied by
A. Clark (Clark 1990) before the current interest 
SNP’s, but has now been extensively used in the first
large-scale study of haplotypes inferred from SNP data
(Clark, Weiss, ~; et. al. 1998; Nickerson et aI. 1998).
There is great interest in the results of these first
SNP/haplotype studies because of the great hope, and
doubt, that SNP’s can be used to make association
mapping practical in identifying genes related to com-
plex diseases(Chakravarti 1998; Terwilliger & Weiss
1998; Hagmann 1999).

Introduction to the algorithmic issues

In short, in Clark’s method, data from m sites (SNP’s)
in n individuals is collected, where each site can have
one of two states (alleles). For simplicity of descrip-
tion, assume the m sites are all on a single chromosome.
For each individual, we would ideally like to describe
the states of the m sites on each of the two chromo-
some copies separately, i.e., the haplotype. Determin-
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ing the two haplotypes is also called "determining the
linkage phase". However, experimentally determining
the haplotype pair is technically difficult or expensive.
Instead, the screen will learn the 2m states (the geno-
type) possessed by the individual, without learning the
two desired haplotypes for that individual. Hence, data
from an individual with h hetrozygous sites (where both
states are present) would be consistent with any of h-I

haplotype pairs.

A particular (non-deterministic) algorithm was sug-
gested in (Clark 1990) to try to infer a set of 2n hap-
lotype pairs from n individuals screened as described
above. Recently, the algorithm was extensively used in
the first large-scale study to infer haplotypes from se-
quence variation data in humans (Clark, Weiss, 8z et.
al. 1998). Tested on simulated genomic data, the so-
lution (set of haplotype pairs) created by an execution
of the algorithm is said to fail if it infers a haplotype
not used to create the simulated data (this is called an
"anomalous match"), or it terminates without suggest-
ing haplotypes for some of the input genotypes (each
such unresolved genotype is called an "orphan"). But
the simulation in (Clark 1990) showed that

... in no case was a solution that obtained anoma-
lous matches the solution with the fewest orphans.
This empirically demonstrates a parsimony rule
that the solution with the fewest orphans is the
valid solution and suggests that when a solution re-
solves all haplotypes, it is likely to be unique (Clark
1990).

Hence the major open algorithmic question from
(Clark 1990) is whether efficient rules exist to break
choices in the execution of the algorithm, so as to mini-
mize the number of resulting orphans, or (equivalently)
maximize the number of resolutions. We call this the
Maximum resolution (MR) problem. Elsewhere
(Gusfield 1999), we show that the MR problem is NP-
hard, and in fact, Max-SNP complete.

Main Result

Despite the NP-hardness of the MR problem, we have
developed a practical approach to its optimal solution.
We reformulate the MR problem as a problem on di-
rected graphs with an exponential time (worst case)
reduction, and then solve the resulting graph problem
using integer linear programming. The algorithm is
not guaranteed to find an optimal solution to the MR-
problem, but knows when it has found an optimal so-
lution. In all of our initial experiments, the algorithm
has found the optimal. Initial experiments with this
approach show that the reduction is very efficient in
practice, and that linear programming alone (without
explicit reference to integrality) often suffices to solve
the MR problem optimally.
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Formal specification of the Maximum

Resolution problem

Abstractly, input to the MR problem consists of n vec-
tors, each of length m, where each value in the vector is
either 0,1, or 2. Each position in a vector is associated
with a site of interest on the chromosome. The state
of any site on the chromosome is either 0 and 1. The
associated position in the vector has a value of 0 or 1 if
the chromosome site has that state on both copies (it is
a homozygous site), and it has a value of 2 if both states
are present (it is a hetrozygous site). A position is con-
sidered "resolved" if it contains 0 or 1, and "ambiguous"
if it contains a 2. A vector with no ambiguous positions
is called "resolved", and otherwise called "ambiguous".
We can assume that any ambiguous vector contains at
least two ambiguous positions, since a vector with only
one ambiguous site has a forced haplotype pair. Given
two non-identical resolved vectors R and NR, the con-
flation of R and NR produces the ambiguous vector A,
with entry 0 (respectively 1) at each site where both 
and NR have 0 (respectively 1) entries, and with entry
2 at each site where the entries of R and NR differ.

The paper of Clark (Clark 1990) proposed the fol-
lowing rule that infers a new resolved vector NR (or
haplotype) from an ambiguous vector A and an already
resolved vector R. The resolved vector R can either be
one of the input resolved vectors, or a resolved vector
inferred by an earlier application of the inference rule.

Inference Rule: Suppose A is an ambiguous vec-
tor with h, say, ambiguous positions, and R is a
known resolved vector which equals one of the 2h

potential resolutions of vector A (where each of the
ambiguous positions in A is set to either 0 or 1).
Then infer that A is the conflation of one copy of re-
solved vector R and another (uniquely determined)
resolved vector NR. All the resolved positions of A
are set the same in NR, and all of the ambiguous
positions in A are set in NR to the opposite of the
entry in R. Once inferred, vector NR is added to
the set of known resolved vectors, and vector A is
removed from the vector set.

For example, if A is 0212 and R is 0110, then NR is
0011. The interpretation is that if the two haplotypes
in a screened individual are 0110 and 0011, then the
observed genotype would be 0212. The inference rule
resolves the vector 0212 using the belief that 0110 is a
haplotype in the population, to infer that 0011 is also
a haplotype in the population.

When the inference rule can be used to infer the vec-
tor NR from the vectors A and R, we say that R can
be applied to (resolve) A. It is easy to determine if 
resolved vector R can be applied to resolve an ambigu-
ous vector A: R can be applied to A if and only if A
contains no resolved position s such that the values of
A and R differ at position s. A resolved position s in A
whose value does differ from that in R is said to block
the application of R to A. For example, 0110 can not



be applied to 2012 because position two (from the left)
blocks the application.

Clark’s inference rule is justified in (Clark 1990) 
arguments from theoretical population genetics, and by
simulations, and is also commonly employed in other
haplotyping methods used in similar problem settings
(Schaffer 1999). Clark proposed an algorithm that ap-
plies the inference rule in a sequential, local manner,
searching for an application of the rule, and imme-
diately applying the rule whenever an application is
found. Input to the algorithm must contain some re-
solved vectors, or vectors with only one ambiguous site
(the two haplotypes of the later vectors are forced).

Note that in such a local approach, there may be
choices for vectors A and R, and since A is removed once
it is resolved, a choice that is made at one point can con-
strain future choices. Hence, one series of choices might
resolve all the ambiguous vectors in one way, while an-
other execution, making different choices, might resolve
the vectors in a different way, or leave orphans, am-
biguous vectors that cannot be resolved. For example,
consider a problem instance consisting of two resolved
vectors 000 and 100, and two ambiguous vectors 220
and 112. Vector 220 can be resolved by applying 000,
creating the new resolved vector 110 which can then be
applied to resolve 112. That execution resolves both
of the ambiguous vectors and ends with the resolved
vector set 000, 100, 110 and 111. But 220 can also be
resolved by applying 100, creating 010. At that point,
none of the three resolved vectors, 000, 100 or 010 can
be applied to resolve the orphan vector 112.

The problem of choices is addressed in (Clark 1990)
by using an implementation of the method where the
choices are affected by the ordering of the data. For any
input, the data is reordered several times, the method is
rerun for each ordering, and the best solution over those
executions is reported. Of course, only a tiny fraction
of all the possible data orderings can be tried. We will
refer to this as the local inference method.

Without additional biological insight, one cannot
know which execution (or data ordering) gives the solu-
tion that is nearest to the truth. However, simulations
discussed in (Clark 1990) show that the local inference
method tends to produce anomalous vectors only when
the execution also ends with remaining orphans. It is
thus conjectured in (Clark 1990) that when all the vec-
toils can be resolved, the solution is unique and correct.
Therefore, the absence of orphans can be used as an in-
dication that the correct haplotypes have been inferred.
This leads to the

Maximum Resolution (MR) Problem: Given
a set of vectors (some ambiguous and some re-
solved), what is the maximum number of ambigu-
ous vectors that can be resolved by successive ap-
plication of Clark’s inference rule?

Stated differently, given a set of vectors, what execution
of the local inference method maximizes the number of
ambiguous vectors that are resolved? An algorithm to

solve this problem needs to take a more global view of
the data, than does the local inference method, to see
how each possible application of the inference rule in-
fluences choices later on. Unfortunately, we have shown
(Gusfield 1999) that the MR problem is NP-hard and
Max-SNP-complete.

A graph-theoretic view of the MR
problem

Given the NP-hardness and Max-SNP completeness of
the MR problem, we would like a "heuristic" method
that feels likely to perform well in practice. We do this
by reducing the MR problem to an optimization prob-
lem on graphs. We create a directed graph G contain-
ing a set of nodes N(A), for each ambiguous vector A
in the input, and a set of nodes, I, containing one node
for each resolved vector in the input. In detail, for each
ambiguous vector A, with say h ambiguous positions,
R(A) is the set of the 2h distinct, resolved vectors cre-
ated by setting the ambiguous positions in A (to zero
or one) in all possible ways. N(A) is a set of 2h nodes,
each labeled by a distinct vector in R(A). Then con-
nect a directed edge from any node v to any node vt in
G if and only v’ is in a set R(A) for some ambiguous
vector A (i.e., t i s not i n I ), a nd the application o
resolved vector labeling v to the ambiguous vector A
would create the resolved vector labeling v~.

The application of a resolved vector to an ambiguous
vector (if possible) uniquely determines the inferred re-
solved vector. Hence, for any ambiguous vector A and
any node v in G, there is at most one edge from v to
the set of nodes N(A). Therefore, any directed tree in
G rooted a node v C I specifies a feasible history of
successive applications of the inference rule, starting at
node v E I. The non-root nodes reached in this tree
specify the resolved vectors that would be created from
ambiguous vectors by this succession of applications.
Therefore, the MR problem can be recast as:

The Maximum Resolution on G (MRG)
Problem Find the largest number of nodes in G
that can be reached by a set of node-disjoint, di-
rected trees, where each tree is rooted at a node
in I, and where for every ambiguous vector A, at
most one node in N(A) is reached.

Despite the exponential worst-case blowup, this for-
mulation of the MR problem is appealing because the
construction of G in practice is likely to be efficient, and
because without the last constraint, the MRG problem
is trivial. The construction is efficient because it can be
implemented to avoid enumerating isolated nodes of G,
and the number of ambiguous positions in any vector
is generally small. We initially hoped that the MRG
problem would have an efficient (worst-case) solution,
and initially sought one. An efficient solution to the
MRG problem would not contradict the NP- hardness
of the MR problem, because of the worst-case expo-
nential cost to reduce MR to MRG. Unfortunately, the
MRG problem is itself NP- hard, as shown in (Gusfield
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1999). So even if we could construct G for free, the re-
maining problem is likely to lack an efficient worst-case
solution.

Solving the MRG problem via

Mathematical Programming

Despite the potential exponential blowup, we approach
the MR problem in practice by reducing it to the MRG
problem. The reduction is more efficient than suggested
in the prior description, because we do not first enumer-
ate M1 the nodes in G, but only those nodes that are
reachable from some node in I. Let G denote graph
derived from G where every node that can’t be reached
from I has been removed, along with any incident edges.
A naive implementation of the reduction would first
generate all the nodes, then consider all nodes pairs to
construct the edges, and then remove any nodes not
reachable from I. For simplicity of analysis, imagine
that each of n ambiguous vectors have h ambiguous po-
sitions. The naive approach would generate n2h nodes
and then consider n22~h potential edges, using O(m)
time on each edge. Instead, our implementation con-
structs G in time proportional to mn~ plus the number
of edges in G. This should be vastly smaller in gen-
eral than the number of potential edges examined in
the naive implementation, and empirical tests confirm
this.

The MRG problem can be solved (in principal) 
formulating it as a problem in mathematical program-
ming. We propose two such formulations. The first one
exactly captures the MRG problem but involves non-
linear constraints, and hence may be harder to solve
in practice. The second formulation is based on linear
(integer) programming and is not exact, and hence can
fail in theory to find the optimal solution. However in
our tests, the problem that can occur in theory has not
been observed. Hence that is the approach we have
concentrated on for practical application.

An exact formulation
The MRG problem can be formulated by adding sim-
ple non-linear constraints to a network flow formula-
tion. First, let all the edges in G be given infinite
capacity. Then, add a source node and sink node to
G; direct an edge of infinite capacity from the source
node to each node in I; direct an edge with capacity
one from each node not in I to the sink node. Clearly,
a feasible solution to the MRG problem that reaches
q nodes (and hence resolves q ambiguous vectors) de-
fines a source-sink flow of value q exactly. However,
the converse does not yet hold, since we have not ex-
cluded the possibility of reaching more than one node
in any set N(A). For that, consider a linear program-
ming formulation (for background see (Lawler 1976)) 
the above network flow problem, and let xe denote the
variable for the flow on edge e. Then for every pair of
edges e, e~ that enter nodes in some set N(A), add in
the non-linear constraint xexe, < 1 to the network flow
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formulation. An integer solution to this mathematical
program exactly solves the MRG problem. This for-
mulation also has a relationship to polymatriod flows
that may be useful on simpler problem instances. We
believe it is conceptually helpful to have an exact for-
mulation, but we have not attempted to solve practi-
cal instances of the problem with available software for
solving non-linear programming problems. Instead, we
have focussed on the following formulation.

A linear (integer) programming approach
to MRG

In practice, we solve the MRG problem by casting it as
an integer, linear programming problem. We create one
binary (linear programming) variable y~ for each node 
in G. We create inequalities so that the variables set to
one correspond to nodes that are reached in a solution
of the MRG problem, hence correspond to haplotypes
that are inferred by some successive application of the
inference rule. In detail, for each set of nodes N(A),
create the inequality

y~l.
~eN(A)

These inequalities assure that at most one node in N(A)
will be reached, hence vector A will be resolved in at
most one way. For each node w not in I, let P(w) be
the set of nodes with an edge directed into w. That is, a
node v is in P(w) if and only if there is a directed edge
in G from v to w. Then for each node w ~ I, create the
inequality

y~ _~ ~ Y~’
veP(w)

These are called "predecessor" constraints. These con-
straints assure that a node w not in I cannot be reached
without reaching at least one node that can act as a pre-
decessor of w, i.e., can lead directly to w. There is no
such constraint for any node in I, hence the predecessor
constraints try to assure that if Yw is set to one, then
there is a path from I to w containing nodes whose
corresponding variables are all set to one. Finally, the
objective function is

Maximize ~_~ y,.
11

It is simple to see that the optimal solution to the
MRG problem defines a feasible solution to this integer
linear program. Conversely, if G is acyclic (contains no
directed cycles), then an optimal solution to the integer
linear program gives an optimal solution to the MRG
problem. However, when G does contain a directed
cycle, the integer program is not guaranteed to solve
the MRG problem.

The problem is that an optimal solution to the integer
linear program may set a variable y,~ to one, but not set
to one all the variables corresponding to nodes on some
path from I to w. This can happen in theory when



the variables corresponding to a directed cycle of nodes
in G are all set to one, but in every set of variables
corresponding to a path from I to the cycle, at least
one variable is set to zero. This has not been observed
to happen in practice, and is more unlikely than may be
initially thought. First, in initial data we have tested,
the graphs are often acyclic. Second, variables in a
directed cycle cannot all be set to one in the integer
linear program unless every node in that cycle is in a
different set N(A). Finally, even if all variables in a
directed cycle are set to one, an optimal solution to the
MRG problem may still be extracted from the integer
linear program solution. Given a set of variables set to
one in the solution, it is trivial to find, if one exists, a
solution to the MRG problem where the corresponding
nodes are reached on a path from I. First, create the
induced subgraph of G consisting of I and all nodes
whose variables are set to one. Since the integer linear
program sets to one at most one variable corresponding
to nodes in any set N(A), any directed spanning forest
of this subgraph is an optimal solution to the MRG
problem. Searching for such a forest is trivial, and this
is the approach we have built into the our program. On
the initial instances tested, we have always found an
optimal solution to the MRG problem, starting from
an optimal solution to the integer linear program.

Finally, there is the issue of finding an optimal so-
lution to the integer linear program. Integer linear
programming is an NP-hard problem, but linear pro-
gramming, where the variables are allowed to take on
any values between zero and one, can be solved very
efficiently in both theory and practice. Hence, the ap-
proach we have taken is to first relax the integrality
constraints and only restrict each variable to be in the
range [0, 1]. The optimal solution to this linear pro-
gramming relaxation is guaranteed to have a value that
is greater or equal to the optimal value of the integer
program, so when the linear program has an optimal
integer solution, it is optimal for the integer program
as well. We have written programs (in C) to efficiently
create the graph G and then to create and optimize
the linear program, given a set of input vectors. Ini-
tial experiments suggest that for randomly generated
data, the linear program alone often finds an integer
optimal solution. In the rare cases that it does not, an
integer solution of equal value, or at most one less, has
been obtained by rerunning the linear program after
setting one of the fractional variables to zero. Alter-
nately, small experiments we have done with commer-
cial integer programming software (CPLEX) show that
it solves the integer programs in reasonable time. A
fully worked out example of the method is shown in the
next section.

Our initial experiments use randomly generated data
of up to 80 vectors, 20 initially resolved and 60 ambigu-
ous, each containing 15 sites. In an ambiguous vector,
each site is chosen to be ambiguous with probability
one- half. The resulting graphs are up to 300 nodes,

and are quite sparse. The optimal linear program exe-
cutes in seconds, and almost always returns an integer
optimal. For instances where a large graph is gener-
ated, we have found that the local inference method
(reordering the data between each execution) needs 
be executed 1000 to 10,000 times in order to have a
reasonable chance of finding the optimal solution once
in those executions. In those instances, the integer lin-
ear programming solution typically resolves 10% to 70%
more ambiguous vectors than does the average of the
executions of local inference method, and runs signifi-
cantly faster than 1000 executions of that method (us-
ing my implementation).

These initial experiments are intended to test the
methods and programs under more extreme conditions
than one would expect in realistic data. We expect
that the local inference method will perform better with
more realistic biological data, and initial experiments
confirm this. By having a method that solves the MR
problem optimally (and knows for sure it has done so),
we can evaluate the effectiveness the simpler methods
such as the local inference method. Further, by know-
ing that the optimal solution has been obtained, we can
evaluate the central parsimony conjecture that "the so-
lution with the fewest orphans is the valid solution"
(Clark 1990). Examining that conjecture using the pro-
gram discussed here will be the focus of future work.

A detailed example

Below is a detailed example of the integer linear pro-
gramming approach to the MR problem. Typical of
small examples, no node in the directed graph has more
than one edge entering it. The input has 50 total vec-
tors, of which 10 are homozygous (resolved) and 40 are
hetrozygous (ambiguous).

INPUT VECTORS
O: I0001 i0000 I01 i0
1:000010101010010
2:010000011000011
3:001001110111010
4:000001110010101
5:011011101111001
6:010011101011000
7:110100111011010
8:101101010101001
9:110001011100101
10:020021212012122
11:221022002222202
12:212210202112022
13:201202222012021
14:220202122212121
15:110220111102212
16:022212202212022
17:012210020210220
18:022112010022201
19:111002020210210
20:021212 i 0200 i 221
21:222112122210011
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22:221121112222122
23:220222022202022
24:202211212222000
25:221012002222210
26:212110111201110
27:220121211211222
28:211212000120222
29:122121222002222
30:222000100122021
31:022022002201102
32:2 0 2 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0
33:212200222001021
34:222112022222212
35:121202222102110
36:201002222222000
37:222100222201211
38:202112122202220
39:222212022021222
40:112120202212020
41:2 2 2 2 2 I 0 0 I 0 2 2 0 0 1
42:102222202220200
43:221222020020220
44:212212111101020
45:122120202112021
46:021121122011012
47:022010202222222
48:100211222220221
49:212220122120012

In the directed graph created from this input, there
are 28 interior nodes (resolved vectors created from the
input ambiguous vectors) that can be reached from the
10 input resolved vectors in set I. This is in contrast
to the 17,154 nodes that would be generated by setting
every haplotype in every possible way. So the number
of nodes connected to the input resolved vectors is a
very small percentage of the total possible, and this is
the basis for the practical efficiency of the reduction of
MR problem to the MRG problem. In this example,
there is only one edge into any new node, so there are
exactly 28 edges in the graph.

To form the linear program for the MRG problem,
each resolved vector is given a variable name of the form
Xv,s where v is the number of the originating ambigu-
ous vector in the above list, and s is a binary number
formed from the 0,1 values assigned to the ambiguous
sites of vector v. A vector Xv,0 is the variable corre-
sponding to the initially resolved vector v given in the
input. For example, vector 10 above is 0 2 0 0 2 1 2
1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 with seven ambiguous sites. If those
sites are set (left to right) to 1,1,0,1,1,1,0 then the re-
sulting variable for the resolved vector is referred to as
X10,110 because the number 1101110 is binary for 110
(decimal). Then, from the inequality X10,110 -X4,0 <--
0 we see that the resolved vector 4 can be applied to
the ambiguous vector 10 to create the resolved vector
where the ambiguous sites are set to the binary repre-
sentation of number 110. With these conventions, the
integer linear program for the resulting instance of the
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MRG problem is:

Maximize
XlO,ItO +X11,616 +X11,882 +X14,463
+X16,973 +X16,130 +X16,395 +X16,762
+X23,1484 +X23,1557 +X23,1819 +X24,254
+X29,321 +X31,12 +X32,117 +X33,61
+X34,2039 +X34,1766 +X34,1839
+X36,53 +X37,135 +X38,245 +X39,1409
+X39,265 +X39,96 +X42,213 +X47,813 +X47,742

Subject To
X10,110 <= 1
Xll 616 +Xll,882 <= 1
X14463 <= 1
X16 973 +X16,130 +X16,395 +X16,762 <= 1
X23 1484 +X23,1557 +X23,1819 <= 1
X24254 <= 1
X29321 <= 1
X31 12 <= 1
X32 117 <= 1
X33 61 <= 1
X34 2039 +X34,1766 +X34,1839 <= 1
X3653 <= 1
X37 135 <= 1
X38 245 <= 1
X39 1409 +X39,265 +X39,96 <= 1
X42 213 <= 1
X47 813 +X47,742 <= 1
XlO 110 -X4,0 <= 0
Xll 616 -X47,813 <= 0
Xll 882 -X39,265 <= 0
X14,463 -X4,0 <= 0
X16,973 -XI,0 <= 0
X16 130 -X5,O <= 0
X16,395 -X6,0 <= 0
X16 762 -X39,265 <= 0
X23 1484 -X2,0 <= 0
X23 1557 -X32,117 <= 0
X23 1819 -X39,96 <= 0
X24 254 -X39,96 <= 0
X29 321 -X34,1766 <= 0
X31,12 -X47,813 <= 0
X32 117 -X11,616 <= 0
X33,61 -X23,1557 <= 0
X34,2039 -X16,130 <= 0
X34,1766 -X16,395 <= 0
X34,1839 -X32,117 <= 0
X36,53 -Xll,616 <= 0
X37
X38
X39
X39
X39
X42
X47
X47

138 -X33,61 <= 0
245 -X42,213 <= 0
1409 -Xl0,tl0 <= 0
26S -X34,1766 <= 0

,96 -X34,1839 <= 0
213 -Xll,616 <= 0

.813 -X1,0 <= 0
742 -X39,265 <= 0

Where each variable is required to take value 0 or 1.



The program relaxes the integrality constraint and
finds the optimal linear programming solution. In this
example, as is typical, the optimal linear solution is
integral. The program then checks that this integer
solution actually solves the MRG problem with a cycle-
free solution. It returns:

***The given LP allows a cycle-free solution in the
graph. The number of potential applications is 16, and
the objective function value is 16.00. The forest of reso-
lutions consistent with this LP solution is unique. The
optimal solution is:

X1,0 = 1.00
X4,0 = 1.00
X6,0 = 1.00
X47 813 = 1.00
X10~110 = 1.00
X14~463 = 1.00
X16 395 = 1.00
Xll 616 = 1.00
X31 12 = 1.00
X39 1409 = 1.00
X34 1766 = 1.00
X32 117 = 1.00
X36,,53 = 1.00
X42,213 = 1.00
X29,321 = 1.00
X23,1557 = 1.00
X38,245 = 1.00
X33,61 = 1.00
X37,135 = 1.00

To compare the integer linear programming solution
with the local inference method, we permuted the order
of the input and ran the search 1000 times, resulting in
the following output:

The max number of resolutions found is 16, and
this occurs in 0.40% of the executions. The min
number of resolutions found is 9, and this occurs
in 0.70% of the executions. The average number of
resolutions found is 13.248

The time for generating the LP, solving it and check-
ing its solution was about three seconds on a Sun Sparc
Ultra-1. The time for the 1000 executions of the local
inference method was about 28 seconds.
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